A novel algorithm has been developped to map restriction fragments, starting from expecimenta 1 size vaiues with realistic error rates. A high performing PASCAL program has been derived icom this algorithm to constenet linear maps in minimal comout-?tion times.
INTRODUCTION
for all double digests concerned ace satisfied, then the x fragment is accepted, and added to A. Note that in the second case considered here (A versus C), all the fragments o: the same digest with a larger size than x will fit if x fits, and will not fit if x does not fit. The single-digest fragments are checked therefore according to their increasina sizes so that. when A + x has been found to be larger than X, no further checking of candidate fraoments is needed.
•ind less stained bands than the laraer ones ; The hybridization data are used by the checking procedure described in figure 1 as follows : first, it restricts the choice of a single-digest fragment to be positioned at a given step, and second, it restricts the choice of a double-digest fragment with which a single-digest fragment fits at a given step. The choice of a single-digest fragment is restricted by 3 conditions : 1/ if a probe hybridizes with the fragment positioned before on the same single-digest and if other, still unpositioned fragments of the same digest hybridize with the same probe, then the choice must be restricted to those fragments ; 2/ if a probe hybridizes with the last fragment positioned on another single-digest map (e.g. B), and if candidate fragments hybridize with the same probe, then the choice must be restricted to those fragments : 3/ if the fragment to be positioned has to be mapped within a larger fragment from another digest (e.g. B), then if the large? fragment does not hybridize with a probe, only candidate fragments which do not hybridize with this probe can fit. The choice of a fitting double-digest fragment is restricted by the following condition : 4/ if a probe hybridizes with a candidate single-digest fragment (x) as well as with the last fragment positioned on another intermediate single-digest map, only the fragments which hybridize with this same probe can fit, when considering the double-digest corresponding to those two single-digests. 
